Expert’s Corner Papers

Instructions and Conditions for Submission

As part of its mission, Project Value Delivery would like to foster the development and publication of cutting edge knowledge about Large, Complex Projects. Please submit your proposed papers to contact@ProjectValueDelivery.com.

Project Value Delivery reserves the right to accept or refuse papers at its own discretion. Main criteria for acceptance are:

- The paper addresses specifically Large, Complex Projects (large infrastructure projects of several hundred million dollars);
- The paper is focused on a specific issue and is grounded in specific examples,
- The paper is a contribution to the knowledge of successful factors for large, complex projects,
- The author can demonstrate experience and expertise in the area covered in the paper.

Project Value Delivery will support and coach the submitters to enhance the compelling aspect of their papers and the overall presentation, to make it easier to read and grasp.

Papers will mention explicitly the author who will also be quoted on the Expert’s Corner page. The copyright will be shared between the author and Project Value Delivery. The papers will be available free of charge on Project Value Delivery’s website for information purposes only, as a service to the wider project management community. Neither the author nor Project Value Delivery will hold the other party liable for any indirect income or advantage derived from the published document.

When submitting a paper, the author implicitly acknowledges to agree to the above.

Technical details for submission:

- Word format, no particular formatting
- Length should ideally be between 1,200 and 1,500 words to fit on 2 A4 papers with the usual formatting used on the Expert’s Corner. Exceptionally if the complexity of the issue warrants it, a 3,000 words paper could be accepted.